Introduction
In the last decade a nice conjectural picture of noncommutative Iwasawa theory has emerged thanks to Burns-Flach [1] , Huber-Kings [9] , Coates. et. al . [3] , developed by Oliver and Taylor (in fact we use a more general construction of integral logarithm from Chinburg-Pappas-Taylor [2] ) and both proofs have certain congruences between Gauss sums. However, the congruences in this paper look different from that in Taylor [21] and we have made no attempt to compare the two.
Our construction of the p-adic epsilon factors is philosophically close to the construction of Langlands but admittedly much easier. Let us explain this briefly. Langlands starts with epsilon constants defined by Tate for one dimensional representation. It is easy to construct a candidate for epsilon constants for arbitrary finite dimensional representations using Brauer's induction theorem. However, it is a very difficult task to prove well-defined-ness of this definition of epsilon factors (see the comment at the end of section 2). Nonetheless, Langlands shows this in his manuscript Langlands [15] by determining presentation of the kernel of "Brauer's induction map" and then using it to show that the epsilon constants on elements in the kernel are 1. In our proof we use an explicit expression for the p-adic epsilon constants for finite abelian extensions. We then prove that the p-adic epsilon constant for finite non-abelian extensions exists if the p-adic epsilon constants for abelian subextensions satisfy certain compatibilities (or congruences). The precise shape of these compatibilities is determined by a theorem which is in a sense dual to Brauer's induction theorem (see the proof of theorem 7.1 in section 7, especially the map β G,J which is dual to the induction map).
The paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we briefly review the properties of Deligne-Langlands local epsilon factors after setting up notations for the paper. In section 3 we recall the statement of the conjecture. In section 4, which is the heart of the paper, we prove the existence of p-adic epsilon factors for Tate motives. This uses some algebraic results such as description K 1 -groups of certain groups rings. These results are collected in the appendix, section 7. Sections 5 and 6 finish the proof of our main theorem 3.1.
I take this opportunity to thank John Coates for his constant encouragement. I thank David Burns for motivation and stimulating discussions. Without his insistence I would not have taken up this problem. I also thank Seidai Yasuda for providing a preprint of his paper.
Review of Deligne-Langlands local constants
In this section we recall basic properties of Deligne-Langlands local constants. We do not recall their definition or construction. Notation from this section is used throughout the paper. Fix a prime number l. Let K be a finite extension of Q l . We denote by O K the ring of integers of K. Let π be a uniformiser of O K and k " O K {pπq. Let |k| " l d . Let ¨ be the norm on K normalised so that π " l´d.
Fix an algebraic closure K of K. Let K ur be the maximal unramified extension of K in K. We denote by F l the residue field that is an algebraic closure of F l . Recall that the Weil group W pK{Kq is defined by W pK{Kq " tσ P GalpK{Kq : vpσq P Zu, where v is the composition GalpK{Kq Ñ GalpF l {F l q -Ẑ " lim ÐÝ n Z{nZ. Here the isomorphism sends the arithmetic Frobenius ϕ l in GalpF l {F l q (the map x Þ Ñ x l ) to 1 P Z. The group W pK{Kq is regarded as a topological group in the way that the subgroup I :" Kerpvq " GalpK{K ur q has the usual topology and is open in W pK{Kq. We denote the wild inertia group by P . Consider the following commutative diagram.
The third vertical arrow induces an isomorphism between W pK{Kq ab and Kˆ. We denote the inverse of this map, the Artin map, by
If L is a Galois extension of K, then we put rec L{K : KˆÑ GalpL{Kq ab for the Artin map. If the extension L is clear from the context we simply write rec for rec L{K . Let E be a field containing Q l and all l-power roots of 1. We endow it with discrete topology. For a topological group G, we define R E pGq to be the ring of continuous finite dimensional virtual representations of G with values in E. We tacitly use the term representation to mean actual representation rather than a virtual representation. There is a ring homomorphism
We denote R Cp pGq simply by RpGq. Let dx be a E-valued Haar measure on K and let ψ be an additive character of K i.e. a homomorphism ψ : K Ñ Eˆ. The Haar measure dx satisfies dpaxq " a dx for any a P KD efine npψq to be the smallest integer n such that ψ| pπ´nq " 1. If χ is a one dimensional character of W pK{Kq i.e. a homomorphism χ : W pK{Kq Ñ Eˆ, then we denote the conductor of χ˝rec K by apχq i.e. the smallest non-negative integer a such that 1`pπ a q is contained in the kernel of χ˝rec K . Then for any tuple pK, V, ψ, dxq with V P R E pW pK{Kqq Deligne [4] defines ǫ 0,E pK, V, ψ, dxq P Eˆsuch that
is a short exact sequence of virtual representations in R E pW pK{Kqq, then
2. For any a P Kǫ 0,E pK, V, ψ a , dxq " detpV qprec K paqq a ´dimpV q ǫ 0,E pK, V, ψ, dxq.
and for any a P Eǫ
where ψ a pxq :" ψpaxq.
We have a functional equation
ǫ 0,E pK, V, ψ, dxqǫ 0,E pK, V˚p1q, ψ´1, dxq " 1.
4. If ş OK dx " 1 and kerpψq " O K , then for an unramified representation V of dimension one ǫ 0,E pK, V, ψ, dxq " p´χpϕ´1qq´1 "´χpϕq, where χ gives the action of W pK{Kq on V .
5.
Assume that V is a one dimensional representation of W pK{Kq and the action of W pK{Kq on V is given by χ. Assume that χ is ramified, then
where c P Kˆis any element such that vpcq " npψq`apχq.
6. Let L be a finite extension of K. Put ψ L " ψ˝T r L{K and dy for a Haar measure on L. Let V be a virtual representations of W pK{Lq of dimension 0. Then
More generally if dimension of V is not 0, then Deligne proves existence of λpL{K, ψ, dx, dyq P Eˆsuch that
The λ-invariant is independent of V and depends only on the extension L{K, ψ and the choice of Haar measures dx and dy on K and L respectively. Therefore we can compute them by λpL{K, ψ, dx, dyq " ǫ 0,E pK, Ind L{K p1q, ψ, dxq ǫ 0,E pL, 1, ψ˝T r L{K , dyq , where 1 is the trivial representation of W pK{Lq. This will be useful for us especially when L{K is a finite abelian extension. The explicit formulae for epsilon constants given below show that λpL{K, ψ, dx, dyq " p´1q rL:Ks´1 , when L{K is a finite unramified abelian extension.
7. If V is an element of R E pW pK{Kqq and χ is an unramified one dimensional character of W pK{Kq, then
where swpV q is the Swan conductor of V which we do not define here. We only remark that in the case of one dimensional representation V the Swan conductor is 0 for unramified V and it is apV q´1 if V is not unramified.
We denote y Z ur p , p-adic completion of the maximal unramified extension of Z p , by J. From now on we choose and fix a Haar measure dx K on K such that ş OK dx K " 1. If there is no scpoe for confusion we write dx for dx K . If V is of dimension 0, then (2) implies that ǫ 0,E does not depend on dx. In this case we denote the epsilon constant by ǫ 0,E pK, V, ψq. For a character χ of W pK{Kq of finite order, the epsilon constant can be computed explicitly as
These explicit expressions will be very useful for us later. If ρ is an Artin representation of W K of dimension n ρ , then a theorem of Brauer (see Deligne [4] The main result of Langlands [15] and Deligne [4] is to show that this expression is well-defined. 
(ii) Let pΛ, T, ψq, pΛ 1 , T 1 , ψq be triples with a common ψ, and let Y be a finitely generated projective Λ 1 -module endowed with a continuous right action of Λ that is compatible with the action of (iii) Let c P OK , then ǫ 0,Λ pK, T, cψq " rT, recpcqsǫ 0,Λ pK, T, ψq.
where ϕ p is an endomorphism of K 1 pΛq which is Frobenius on J and identity on Λ. 
s is the action of GalpK{Kq on T is unramified.
Our main result is the following Theorem 3.1. Conjecture 1 is true up to uniqueness.
Remark 1. Since we cannot prove uniqueness it is a little awkward to prove properties (i) and (ii) in the conjecture. We contend with proving existence of epsilon constants satisfying (i) and (ii).

A special case
First we prove the theorem when G " GalpL{Kq for a p-adic Lie extension L of K, the ring O is Z p and the ring Λ :" Λ Zp pGq. The module is T " Λ as a Λ-module with the following action of GalpK{Kq.
Here σ is the image of σ P GalpK{Kq in the quotient G and the multiplication on the right hand side is in the ring Λ. We denote this Λ-module T by Λ # . More precisely, we prove the following Theorem 4.1. There exists ǫ 0,Λ pK, Λ # , ψq P K 1 pΛq satisfying the following conditions: 
Here ρ on the left hand side is the evaluation map ρ : K 1 pΛq Ñ C p and V ρ is the representation space of ρ. 
G is a finite group
G is a finite abelian group:
Let L{K be a finite abelian extension with G " GalpL{Kq. Let a " maxtcondpL{Kq, 1u. For 0 ď i ď a´1, fix elements c a´i of Kˆwith valuation a´i`npψq. For this paragraph define
Note that rpπ a´i q : pπ a qs " l di for all 0 ď i ď a´1 and if u "
On the other hand if i ě a´b, then the projection of ÿ
The lemma is now clear.
Lemma 4.3. Let χ be a one dimensional character of G with values in C p . If the conductor of χ is a or if a " 1 and χ is unramified, then we have
Proof. First assume that χ has conductor a. Then
χprecpc a´i u´1qq ‰L et w P OK{1`pπ a q be any elements whose image in OK{1`pπ a´i q is v. Then sum in square brackets above is ÿ
which is zero since χ is nontrivial on 1`pπ a´i q for any i ě 1. Next we assume that χ is unramified. Therefore a " 1 and the calculations is straightforward.
Proposition 4.4. Theorem 4.1 holds if G is a finite abelian group
Proof. We first notice that ǫ 0 lies in JrGsˆ" K 1 pJrGsq (this is similar to the argument in section 4.4 in Taylor [21] ). The main point is that JrGs X Mˆ" JrGsˆ, where M is the maximal order in y Q ur p rGs consisting of all x such that ρpxq is a p-adic unit for all ρ P RpGq. Next we show that ǫ 0 satisfies all the conditions in the theorem. Condition pii 1 q is verified in lemma 4.2. Conditions piii 1 q and piv 1 q are easily verified. Condition pv 1 q is verified using lemmas 4.2 and 4.3. The last condition is again easily verified from the definition of ǫ 0 . 
G is abelian times a finite group of order prime to p Proposition 4.5. Theorem 4.1 holds when G is of the form G " ∆ˆH where H is a finite abelian group and ∆ is a finite group of order prime to p.
Proof. Use the isomorphism
where the map in each component is the one in remark 2. The expression ǫ 0,ZprρsrHs pK, T b ρ, ψq makes sense when ρ is a one dimensional character. If not, then let n ρ be the dimension of ρ. We write ρ´n ρ¨1 " ř i n i Ind Ki{K pχ i´1 q and define ǫ 0,ZprρsrHs pK, T b ρ, ψq :"
This is well-defined because the Deligne-Langlands constants are well-defined and the map JrHsˆÑ ź χPRpHq Jrχsî s injective. We define ǫ 0,ZprGs pK, JrGs, ψq as the inverse image of the element pǫ 0,ZprρsrHs pK, T b ρ, ψqq ρ under isomorphism in equation (1) . We now verify that ǫ 0 satisfies all the conditions in theorem 4.1. Condition pv 1 q is satisfied by the construction we have given. Condition pii 1 q is implied by pv 1 q. Other conditions are easy to verify.
G is p-elementary
The aim of this paragraph is to prove the following Proposition 4.6. Theorem 4.1 holds when G " Hˆ∆, where ∆ is a finite cyclic group of order prime to p and H is a finite p-group. and ψ˝T r Ki{K by ψ i . Conditions M1 and M2 follow from formal properties of the epsilon constants. Let us briefly explain this for M1. Let ρ be a representation of H j {rH i , H i sˆ∆. Then evaluation of π i,j pǫ j q at ρ´n ρ is pρ´n ρ qpπ i,j pǫ j" ǫ 0,Cp pK j , ρ´n ρ , ψ j q.
The extension
On the other hand, pρ´n ρ qpN r i,j pǫ i" Indpρ´1qpx i q " ǫ 0,Cp pK i , Indpρ´n ρ q, ψ i q " ǫ 0,Cp pK j , ρ´n ρ , ψ j q Moreover, the values of N r i,j pǫ i q and π i,j pǫ j q at the trivial representation of H j {rH i , H i sˆ∆ is the same, namely pl drKi:KsnpψrKj :Kis " l drKj:Ksnpψq . Hence N r i,j pǫ i q " π i,j pǫ j q. Now let us prove M3. Denote the order of the residue field of K i by l di . As K i {K is unramified, π is a uniformiser in K i . It is enough to prove that for all 0 ď k ď a´1 ÿ
{1`pπ
a q such that w " u´1c a´k pmod π a q. Note that ψ i´1 pw´1q " ψ i pw´1qpmod p i´t q. Therefore the Γ-orbit of recpwqψ i pw´1q´verprecpwqqψ i´1 pw´1q lies in the ideal T i and the congruence is verified.
of Proposition 4.6. The above theorem together with theorem 7.1 of the appendix gives an element 
G is F racpJq-elementary
In this paragraph G is a F racpJq-elementary group which we define now.
Definition 1. Let q be a prime and Ω be a field. A finite group U is called q-Ω-elementary if it is of the form U " C¸P
, where P is a q-group and C is a finite cyclic group of order prime to q and ImpU Ñ AutpCqq Ă GalpKpµ |C| q{Kq Ă GalpQpµ |C| q{Qq -AutpCq. A finite group U is called Ω-elementary if it is q-Ω-elementary for some prime q.
From now on we denote F racpJq by Ω. Assume that G is q-Ω-elementary for some prime q ‰ p. Let G " C¸U , where U is a q-group and C is a cyclic group of order prime to q. Write C " C pˆC 1 , where C p is a p-part and C 1 is a prime to p-part. Define U 1 " C 1¸U . Therefore we can write G " C p¸U 1 . Put C :" H 0 pU 1 , C p q and U 1 :" KerpU 1 Ñ AutpC p qq. Let G 0 " CˆU 1 and
which is the natural projection in the first factor and the norm map in the second factor. Then it can be proven (using exactly the same proof as that of proposition 4.11 Kakde [12] ) that this map is injective and the image consists of all px 0 , x 1 q satisfying M1. N px 0 q " πpx 1 q, where N is the norm map
and π is the natural projection
M2. x 1 is fixed under conjugation by every element of U 1 .
Let us denote Z p rG 0 s by Λ 0 and Z p rG 1 s by
Note that proposition 4.5 gives elements ǫ 0,Λ0 pK, Λ # 0 , ψq P K 1 pJrG 0 sq and ǫ 0,Λ1 pK 1 , Λ # 1 , ψT r K1{K q P K 1 pJrG 1 sq. We put λ " λpK 1 {K, ψ, dx K , dx K1 q. As p ffl rG : G 1 s, we may consider λ as an elements of Jˆusing the explicit formulae for λ-invariants and ǫ-constants given in section 2. Now assume that G is p-Ω-elementary. Write G " C nˆU (since the group GalpΩpµ n q{Ωq is trivial we have direct product), where U is a p-group and C n is a cyclic group of order n prime to p. Then theorem 4.1 is known to be true from proposition 4.6.
Proposition 4.9. Theorem 4.1 holds in the case when G is a finite Ω-elementary group.
Proof. We only need consider the case of q-Ω-elementary, for p ‰ q. Then by theorem 4.8 there is an element ǫ 0 " ǫ 0,Λ pK, Λ # , ψq in K 1 pJrGsq which maps to pǫ 0,Λ0 pK, Λ # 0 , ψq, λǫ 0,Λ1 pK 1 , Λ # 1 , ψ˝T r K1{Kunder the map θ G . Rest of the proof is similar to the proof of proposition 4.6. We just remark that to prove property pv 1 q we again use that any irreducible representation is either inflated from a representation of G 0 or is induced from an irreducible representation of G 1 (proposition 25 in Serre [19] ).
G is any finite group
In this paragraph G is any finite group. Then the induction theorems of Dress and Wall (see Dress [6] , Oliver [17] where U ranges over all Ω-elementary subgroups of G and the inverse limit is with respect to the norm maps and the conjugation maps. We have already constructed ǫ U :" ǫ 0,ZprUs pL U , Z p rU s # , ψ˝T r L U {K q for each U above. Put
V " gU g´1 for g P G and let ρ be any irreducible representation of V . Then
On the other hand,
where the last equality follows from the fact that
Next let V be a Ω-elementary subgroup of another Ω-elementary subgroup U of G. Then we must prove that the norm map
On the other hand Proof. We must show that the element ǫ 0,ZprGs pK, Z p rGs # , ψq constructed above satisfies all the conditions required by theorem 4.1. The proof is similar to the proof of proposition 4.6. We just remark that instead of propositon 25 in [19] we use Brauer's induction theorem (see for example theorem 19 in Serre [19] ) which ensures that every irreducible representation of G is a Z-linear combination of representations induced from representations of elementary subgroups.
G is a p-adic Lie group
In this case we use the isomorphism of Fukaya-Kato [7] proposition 1.5.1 
The bottom row is not known to be exact though it is expected to be (see remark 3.4.6 in loc. cit. and Izychev-Venjakob [10] ). We do not know if the second vertical arrow is an isomorphism. Hence the proof of the following proposition uses property (for the first time) piv 1 q.
Proposition 4.11. Theorem 4.1 holds when G is any p-adic Lie group.
Proof: The surjection of 1´ϕ p in the bottom row (see proposition 3.4.5 FukayaKato [7] ) implies that there is an element f P K 1 pΛ J pGqq such that p1´ϕ p qpf q " rΛpGq # , recppqs. Denote the image of f under the second vertical arrow by pf U q U . Then p1´ϕ p qpf U q " rZ p rG{U s # , recppqs. Hence
Let u be the inverse image of this element in K
The proof that this element satisfies all the required properties is similar (in fact easier) to the proof at the end of section 6. We only make the following remark about property pv 1 q. If ρ is a representation of G factoring through a finite quotient G{U , then pv 1 q can be verified directly using pv 1 q for the element ǫ 0,ZprG{Us pK, Z p rG{U s # , ψq. More generally we use the fact that any finite dimensional continuous representation of W pK{Kq can be twisted by one dimensional unramified representation to get a representation that factors though a finite quotient of W pK{Kq and hence through a finite quotient of G. We can then use property (7) of Deligne-Langlands constants mentioned in section 2.
Λ is group ring of a finite group and T is arbitrary
In this section Λ " OrP s is a group ring of a finite group and T is arbitrary finitely generated projective Λ-module. Therefore T is compact and the action of GalpK{Kq factors through a p-adic Lie quotient, say G. We define ǫ 0,Λ pK, T, ψq as follows: Let Y be the Λ-module T on which ΛpGq acts on the right by y¨σ "σ´1¨y for y P Y, σ P G.
Hereσ is any lift of σ to GalpK{Kq and the action on the right hand side is the original Galois action on T . Then
as Λ-modules with the action of GalpK{Kq. We define ǫ 0,Λ pK, T, ψq to be the image of ǫ 0,ΛpGq pK, ΛpGq # , ψq under the map
Note that this definition is enforced upon us by condition (ii) in the conjecture. Moreover, condition pii 1 q in theorem 4.1 implies that this definition is independent of the choice of G. Proof: Again the uniqueness follows from the fact that the map
s injective (see corollary 2.44 Izychev-Venjakob [10] ). Now we show that it has the required properties. Assume that we have three finitely generated projective Λ-modules T 1 , T 2 , T 3 in a short exact sequence T 1 ãÑ T 2 ։ T 3 . We choose G such that the Galois action on all T i 's factors through G. Then ǫ 0,Λ pK, T i , ψq is the image of ǫ :" ǫ 0,ΛpGq pK, ΛpGq # , ψq under the map π i : Y i b ΛpGq (for 1 ď i ď 3). Note that we have a short exact sequence
We next verify condition (ii). We keep the notation from (ii) in theorem 3.1. Choose G such that the action of Galois on T and T 1 both factor through G. Then ǫ 0,Λ pK, T, ψq and ǫ 0,Λ 1 pK, T 1 , ψq are images of ǫ :" ǫ 0,ΛpGq pK, ΛpGq # , ψq under the maps, say π 1 :" Y 1 b ΛpGq and π 2 :" Y 2 b ΛpGq respectively. Then
Therefore the image of ǫ under π 2 and Y b Λ π 1 is the same. Hence (ii) is satisfied. Conditions (iii) and (iv) are easily verified. Condition (v) is verified from condition pv 1 q for ǫ 0,ΛpGq pK, ΛpGq # , ψq. Condition (vi) holds because of condition pvi 1 q holds for ǫ 0,ΛpGq pK, ΛpGq # , ψq.
The general case
In this section Λ :" Λ O pGq is Iwasawa algebra and T is arbitrary finitely generated projective Λ-module. We again use the isomorphism of Fukaya-Kato [7] proposition 1.5.6 
The top row is exact by theorem 2.45 Izychev-Vanjakob [10] . The bottom row is not known to be exact though it is expected to be. Consider rT, recppqs as an element of K 1 pΛq. Its image under the second vertical arrow is prT U , recppqsq U , where T U " OrG{U sb ΛOpGq T . By proposition 3.4.5 in Fukaya-Kato [7] the map 1´ϕ p in the bottom row is sujective and hence there is an element f P K 1 pΛq such that ϕ p pf q " rT, recppqsf . Denote the image of f under the second vertical arrow by pf U q U . Property (iv) of the epsilon constants ǫ U and their uniqueness implies that pǫ U f´1 U q U P lim ÐÝ U K 1 1 pOrG{U sq. Let u :" upT q be the inverse image of this element under the first vertical arrow. Define ǫ 0,Λ pK, T, ψq :" ιpuqf . This is the element we seek. Now we can finish the proof of our main theorem. of theorem 3.1. We show that the element ǫ 0,Λ pK, T, ψq defined above satisfies all the required properties in theorem 3.1. Let T, T 1 , T 2 be as in (i) of theorem 3.1. Then, for every open normal subgroup U of G, the modules
are related in the same manner (since they are projective Λ-modules). We then have the relation ǫ 0,OrG{Us pK, T U , ψq " ǫ 0,OrG{Us pK, T 
Hence, under the map Y U 1 ,U b OrG{Us , the element ǫ 0,OrG{Us pK, T U , ψq maps to ǫ 0,OrG 1 {U 1 s pK, T U 1 , ψq. Taking into account that
we get (ii). In order to verify (iii) we notice that f used in the construction of ǫ 0,Λ pK, T, ψq does not depend on ψ. The factors ǫ U , which depend on ψ, satisfy (iii). Therefore upT q, which depends on ψ, satisfy (iii). Hence we get (iii) for ǫ 0,Λ pK, T, ψq. Condition (iv) holds by construction. Condition (vi) is easily verified.
We end with an algebraic criterion to prove uniqueness of the epsilon factors. 
where I is the radical ideal of Č Λ O pGq, then the uniqueness in Conjecture 1 holds.
Proof. This is clear from our construction. Generators: rP, αs, where P is a finitely generated projective R-module and α is an automorphism of P .
Relations:
(i) rP, αs " rQ, βs if there is an isomorphism f from P to Q such that f˝α " β˝f .
(ii) rP, α˝βs " rP, αsrP, βs.
(iii) rP ' Q, α ' βs " rP, αsrQ, βs. 
Here is an alternate description of K 1 pRq. We have a canonical homomorphism GL n pRq Ñ K 1 pRq defined by mapping α in GL n pRq to rR n , αs, where R n is regarded as a set of row vectors and α acts on them from the right. Now using the inclusion maps GL n pRq ãÑ GL n`1 pRq given by g Þ Ñˆg 0 0 1˙, we let GLpRq " Y ně1 GL n pRq.
Then the homomorphisms GL n pRq Ñ K 1 pRq induce an isomorphism (see for example Oliver [17] , chapter 1)
where rGLpRq, GLpRqs is the commutator subgroup of GLpRq. If R is commutative, then the determinant maps, GL n pRq Ñ Rˆ, induce the determinant map det : K 1 pRq Ñ Rˆ, via the above isomorphism. This gives a splitting of the canonical homomorphism Rˆ" GL 1 pRq Ñ K 1 pRq. If R is semilocal then Vaserstein ([22] and [23] ) proves that the canonical homomorphism Rˆ" GL 1 pRq Ñ K 1 pRq is surjective. From these two facts we conclude that if R is a semilocal commutative ring, then the determinant map induces a group isomorphism between K 1 pRq and Rˆ. Let I Ă R be any ideal. Denote the group of invertible matrices in GLpRq which are congruent to the identity modulo I by GLpR, Iq. Denote the smallest normal subgroup of GLpRq containing all elementary matrices congruent to the identity modulo I by EpR, Iq. Finally, set K 1 pR, Iq " GLpR, Iq{EpR, Iq. A lemma of Whitehead says that EpR, Iq " rGLpRq, GLpR, Iqs. Hence K 1 pR, Iq is an abelian group.
K 1 of some group rings
Let N and Γ be finite cyclic groups of p-power orders and H " N¸Γ. Let ∆ be a finite cyclic group whose order is prime to p and put G " Hˆ∆. In this section we describe K 1 pJrGsq following Kato [14] and Kakde [11] . Let us set up some notation. Assume that the order of Γ is p n . We put M2. For all 0 ď i ď n, the element x i is fixed under conjugation by every g P G.
M3. For all 1 ď i ď n, we have the congruence x i " verpx i´1 qpmod T i q.
Proof. First we state an additive result. Let ConjpGq denote the set of conjugacy classes of G and define τ to be the natural surjection τ : JrGs Ñ JrConjpGqs. Put I G " KerpJrGs Ñ Jq. Define A3. For all 0 ď i ď n, we have a i P T i .
Moreover, the image of τ pI G q under β G,J is precisely equal to the elements in ś n i"0 I H ab i satisfying A1-A3. The last statement is clear from the remaining claims whose proof can be found in Kakde [11] 
